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This beautiful keepsake wedding planner offers up-to-date content and price ranges, useful features

and an attractive well organized design. This book is an essential for brides looking for a

comprehensive and easy to use guide to plan their wedding.
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I used this myself for my own wedding in 2009 and recently purchased for my sister in law as an

egagment gift in 2012. It is a great way to keep track of everything going on in your wedding as well

as everything that you never even thought of for your wedding.I didn't use all of the attributes of this

organizer, but that just goes to show how detail oriented this planner is!There are many different

categories and even folders for reciepts etc.This is a great book for the bride who may be

overwhelmed with planning her wedding!

Got this to help organize and keep my wedding stuff. It is such a nice keepsake. It has pockets and

different categories. Each categories gives you tips and ideas and explains what is needed. In the

front it has easy access lists that make finding your vendors information easy. It even has a spot to

put all the business cards you get. I love this!

Bought this for my daughter who recently became engaged. She has read through it twice already

and has attended her first bridal show and the information she gathered she promptly placed in the

appropriate section of the planner.



easy to follow but not enough writing space but a good guideline. Can find similar online planners

which are easier to use because it's lighter to carry around :) but a good tool for those who would

rather have a hard copy

Purchased as a gift for my niece. Reviewed the contents when it arrived and was very impressed

with the amount of information included. Niece loves this book and carries it with her to every

appointment.

I ordered this Wedding Planning Book the first one that came was all ripped up so I had to send it

back and wait for another one. I do not like the way the book is bound together. I feel you should be

able to open and close the binder so that you could punch holes in information that you receive and

place it into the book. I still have a bunch of papers all over the place which I feel that was what the

book was for the keep everything in one location.

For the price, this is the best one out there. I personally wasn't willing to pay more than $30 for a

planner that I was only going to use once. Highly recommend it. Helps you keep everything in order

and is a single location for all things wedding. I couldn't have done without it in the weeks leading up

to the wedding. Such a helpful book.

I bought this for a friend and she loved it! I had one like this when I was married and really enjoyed it

also! It was very helped and really kept me organized. I shoped around before I bought my friends

and kept coming back to this one. So glad I did! The only thing I hate is they need to update some of

the pictures inside.
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